
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of supervisor
customer service. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for supervisor customer service

Review and analyze call center reports to provide input for operational
purposes
Recommend, initiate, and lead new projects to improve internal processes
Support current call center representatives by handling escalated customer
issues to demonstrate complete client satisfaction
Responsible for team work schedules, PTO, staffing levels to ensure customer
calls, fax orders, e-mail requests and other forms of external and internal
customer contact and requests are handled appropriately and within defined
goals
Participates in the creation of department and individual goals and objectives
and drives performance to reach goals Supervises the work of staff members,
including monitoring and evaluating daily performance
Ensures that all customer service employees are trained and documentation
meets the division quality standards
Communicate and coordinate the various aspects of branch operations
required to ensure compliance with established policies and procedures,
local, state and federal laws and guidelines (Worker's Compensation,
Unemployment, Human Resources, Legal, WOTC)
Oversees teams of Customer Service Representatives who handle customer
service inquiries and problems via the phone and/or email
Develop training materials for member services team

Example of Supervisor Customer Service Job
Description
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Qualifications for supervisor customer service

Ability to see letters and numbers on a personal computer screen and other
documents
Demonstrated desire and willingness to train new teammates and provide
ongoing mentoring and coaching for all teammates
Credible and savvy operator who will be perceived as a trusted consultant
and functional expert to senior management, an influential advisor
Inputs prescriptions
Responsible to run reports
Ability to work effectively within a team cross-functionally in a fast-paced
changing environment


